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Milan, 20 September 2021 

 

Dear Policyholders, 

On behalf of the Association, I am happy to announce the launch of the 2021 Prevention Campaign.  

I would remind you all that the national emergency resulting from the pandemic made it impossible to 

launch this initiative in 2020.  

 

We are well aware that the Uni.C.A. prevention campaign is a much awaited event, so we view its launch 

as marking a gradual return to normality, which we hope will happen as soon as possible.  

 

Although the health situation is improving generally, the Fund has nevertheless put together the new 

campaign with a prudent and responsible outlook for its members, limiting, compared to the past, 

individual access to healthcare facilities: the new campaign has a single-phase structure that provides 

for the application of a single protocol consisting of a set of basic checks (laboratory tests), distinguished 

for the male and female population and, within them, by age groups1 

 

The prevention campaign is aimed at policyholders who are in service, taking redundancy or are 

retired, including spouses/common-law partners included in the policyholder's cover, provided that they 

are also employees or taking redundancy or are retired from the Group (or external companies that are 

part of Uni.C.A.). People with health checks already included in their company health cover are not 

included2. 

 

It is important to remember that activation of the Health Account requires you to participate in the 

prevention campaign, whether offered by Uni.C.A. or included in the policy benefits. The Health Account, 

provided for in all policies, constitutes a form of savings to be used for individual and/or family health 

purposes (see the News section of the Uni.C.A. website). 30/07/2020 UNI.C.A. (Unicredit.it).  

 

 

 

 

1 The ages in question have to have been attained by 1 September 2021. 

2 The Campaign is not aimed at Executives who are already recipients of similar initiatives either funded by UniCredit or 
included in the policy benefits; therefore, FVP SVP, EVP & above Executives and their spouses/common-law partners included in 
the policy are excluded. 

https://unica.unicredit.it/it.html
https://unica.unicredit.it/it/news/2020/Rilascio_nuova_funzionalita_Conto_Salute.html
https://unica.unicredit.it/it/news/2020/Rilascio_nuova_funzionalita_Conto_Salute.html
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At the same time of the prevention campaign, the Fund has planned the launch of another free health 

initiative, consisting in the possibility to perform the SARS-COV-2 ANTI-RBD serological test: this 

clinical examination allows to measure the immune response to Covid-19, both after having contracted 

the infection and after having undergone the vaccine. 

 

This initiative is aimed at all health insurance Policyholders, including spouses/common-law partners 

included in the policyholder’s cover, provided that they are also employees or taking redundancy or 

retired from the Group (or external companies that are part of Uni.C.A.).  

 

For further information on the type, usefulness and results of the test, please refer to the specific note of 

the Scientific Committee of Uni.C.A.  

 

Reminding that the test is still a clinical examination, for any clarification, the result can be submitted 

to your doctor. 

 

For prevention campaign recipients, the serological test can be carried out together with the scheduled 

laboratory tests: just include both initiatives in the booking procedure. 

 

From the practical point of view, instructions for accessing the two initiatives can be found in the 

operational guide of provider Previmedical, which also explains how to access the list of affiliated 

centres that provide the services. 

 

The application period for the two health initiatives is as follows: 20 September – 31 December 2021, 

with benefits available up to and no later than 31 January 2022, provided the booking is made by 

December 2021. 

 

Before signing off, I would like to assure you all that with these initiatives the Fund has once again done 

its utmost to respond to requests from Policyholders, especially in these last few months, which have 

been particularly trying for everyone. 

Ensuring your satisfaction is what makes Uni.C.A. strong!   

 

Kindest regards, 

          The Director  

Miriam Travaglia  

https://unica.unicredit.it/it.html

